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Changing development finance landscape
Variety and mix in scale of financing
Integrated National Financing Frameworks

1. Leadership and institutional coherence
2. Vision for results
3. Strategic financing policy
4. Financing policies for specific flows
5. Monitoring and evaluation
6. Accountability and dialogue

- Leadership and institutional coherence
  - Long-term vision
  - Link to SDGs
  - Medium-term development plan
  - Annual results plans
  - Costed targets

- Vision for results
- Strategic financing policy
- Financing policies for specific flows

- Monitoring and evaluation
  - Government action
  - Investment outputs
  - Investment outcomes
  - Results

- Accountability and dialogue
  - Private sector
  - International community
  - Civil society

More direct:
- Domestic public finance
- International public finance
- Domestic private finance
- International private finance

Less direct
DFA: Types of financial flows

**EXTERNAL**
- ODA Grants and Loans
- Public Borrowing from K-markets
- South-South and Triangular Coop.
- INGO Donations (in-budget)
- Other Official Flows (OOFs)
- Climate Related Finance
- Vertical Funds (GFATM and GAVI)

**PRIVATE**
- Private Borrowing from K-markets
- Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
- Overseas Remittances
- INGO Donations (off-budget)

**DOMESTIC**
- Tax Revenues
- Non Tax Revenues
- Mineral Related Taxation
- Public Private Partnerships
- Public Domestic Borrowing
- Sovereign Wealth Funds

**PUBLIC**
- Inclusive Business Finance
- Domestic Philanthropy and NGOs
- CSR Linked to Development
Example from Bangladesh

![Diagram showing Development Finance Flows in millions of US$ from 2005 to 2014. The sources are Bangladesh Bank, World Development Indicators (World Bank), and Ministry of Finance.](image-url)
Financing for development has seen both increases in variety and scale over the past 10 years... leading to success in reaching some developmental targets, although significant challenges still remain.

Includes a lack of clarity about the amount and type of resources required and how they can be best channelled for results to be achieved...

Integrated National Financing Frameworks (INFFs) can help governments address these challenges by strategically managing finance to achieve results.
For more information

Contact:
• Ashley Palmer, Governance and Development Effectiveness Specialist, UNDP Bangkok Regional Hub (ashley.palmer@undp.org)
• Emily Davis, Policy Specialist, UNDP Bangkok Regional Hub (emily.davis@undp.org)
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